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Quarks and gluons at the LHC

I Quarks and gluons, the constituents of the proton, are fundamental
entities of essential relevance for physics at LHC.

I Ubiquitous at hadron colliders, but never observed directly, fragment
and hadronise into jets.

I Detailed understanding of properties of fragmentation of light partons
is crucial for experimental analyses

I We will use the Lund plane approach to study quark/gluon
discrimination.

I Aim to gain first-principles understanding of behaviour of neural
networks by comparing with analytic discriminants in specific limits
where analytic approach is known to be optimal.
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Lund diagrams

I Lund diagrams in the (ln I�, ln�)
plane are a very useful way of
representing emissions.

I Different kinematic regimes are
clearly separated, used to illustrate
branching phase space in parton
shower Monte Carlo simulations and
in perturbative QCD resummations.

I Soft-collinear emissions are emitted
uniformly in the Lund plane

3F2 ∝ B
3I

I
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�

[Andersson et al, Z.Phys. C43 (1989) 625]
[FD, Salam, Soyez, JHEP 1812 (2018) 064]
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Lund plane representation

To create a Lund plane representation of a jet, use the (Cambridge/Aachen)
clustering sequence of the jet to associate a unique Lund tree to each jet.

1. Undo the last clustering step, defining two subjets 91 , 92
ordered in transverse momentum.

2. Save the kinematics of the current declustering step 8 as
a tuple T (8) = {:C ,Δ, I, <,#}

Δ ≡ (H1 − H2)2 + ()1 − )2)2 , :C ≡ ?C2Δ,

<2 ≡ (?1 + ?2)2 , I ≡
?C2

?C1+?C2
, # ≡ tan−1 H2−H1

)2−)1
.

3. Repeat this procedure on both 91 and 92 until they are
single particles.

Cambridge/Aachen clustering: pairwise recombination of particles with smallest Δ separation.

[FD, Salam, Soyez, JHEP 1812 (2018) 064]
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Lund plane representation

I Each jet is thus mapped onto a tree of Lund declusterings from its
clustering sequence.

I Primary sequence of hardest transverse momentum branch is of
particular interest for measurements and visualisation.
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Boosted object tagging in the Lund plane using ML

I LSTM applied on primary Lund plane already substantially outperforms
analytic discriminants for, tagging.

I Graph-based methods using the full Lund plane can achieve much
higher background rejection.
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Understanding what the network is learning

Can we determine what is driving performance of a neural network?

I Consider their application on a simple task where we have first
principle understanding.

I Build analytic likelihood-ratio discriminatant for this configuration and
compare them with ML models.

We will consider quark/gluon discrimination.
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Calculating Lund plane variables

Primary Lund-plane density can be computed to single-logarithmic accuracy
for both quarks and gluons.

[Lifson, Salam, Soyez, JHEP 10 (2020) 170]

For given jet with Lund declusterings
{Δ8 , :C ,8 , . . . } define likelihood ratio

Ldensity =
∏
8

�6(Δ8 , :C ,8)
�@(Δ8 , :C ,8)
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Building an analytic q/g discriminant

For a jet with primary declusterings {Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . } compute the likelihood
ratio

Lprimary =
?6({Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . })
?@({Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . })

where ?@,6({Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . )} is the probability to observe the given set of
declusterings if the jet were a quark or a gluon.

?@({Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . }) = ?(final)(@ |@0) + ?(final)(6 |@0)
?6({Δ8 , :C ,8 , I8 , . . . }) = ?(final)(@ |60) + ?(final)(6 |60)

We can compute all single-logarithms from running coupling and collinear
effects.
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Optimal discriminant at single-logarithmic accuracy

I Computation in the collinear limit where Lund declusterings are
strongly ordered in angle Δ1 � Δ2 � · · · � Δ= .

I Construct the quark & gluon probability distribution iteratively from first
splitting.

Probabilities after including all Lund declusterings expressed as

?(final) = (=+1,= %̃(=)(=,=−1 . . . %̃(8)(8 ,8−1 . . . %̃(1)(1,0?(0)

where ( is a NLL Sudakov matrix and % a matrix of splitting kernels.

P̃ (1) P̃ (2) P̃ (i) P̃ (n)

p(0) S(1,0) S(2,1) S(i,i−1) S(n,n−1) S(n+1,n)
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Comparison with pure-collinear parton shower

I Compare analytic and deep learning approaches in events generated
in the strong-angular-ordered limit.

I In this limit analytic approach is exact and becomes optimal
discriminant.
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Application to full Monte Carlo

I Applying to /+jet events generated with Pythia 8: difference in
performance, but same qualitative behaviour.
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Comparison with other methods

I Comparison of the Lund-plane-based approaches with other analytic
and ML models.

I LundNet+ID model achieves marginally higher AUC but PFN-ID has
small performance improvement at low signal efficiency.
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Conclusions

I Investigated quark/gluon discrimination using Lund-plane approach to
characterise the substructure of jets.

I Computed quark-gluon likelihood ratio from first principles at
single-logarithmic accuracy and construct optimal analytic tagger.

I Direct comparison between the analytic and deep-learning approaches
to study what drives performance of ML models.

I Enhanced performance of ML taggers comes either from subleading
effects, from large-angle soft emissions, or from non-perturbative
effects.

I Lund-plane declusterings can provide approach bridging regions
targetting high discriminating performance and regions where a
high-precision degree of control can be reached from first-principles.
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